
THE TOUCHWAND CLOUD – 
SAVING SMART HOME OWNERS 
TIME & MONEY 
The TouchWand cloud offers the best in home accessibility, while taking smart 
living one giant step further – the cloud service connects to the smart home 
living environment to log data, download periodic firmware updates, and 
provide human support to customers who are less technically inclined, in their 
own language. 



The cloud service helps customers with the setup and use of various system 
alerts, learning their daily habits and proposing efficient system usage 
improvements. Expert technicians provide global customer support thanks to 
the advanced automated monitoring and control systems that enable 24/7 on 
call professional assistance worldwide.

WITH THE WANDERFULL™ HUB AND ITS CLOUD SUPPORT, 
ANY HOME CAN BE A SMART HOME.

“Are additional wiring infrastructures or preparations 
needed to make a home or office smart  ?” NO  
By pairing the WANDERFULL™ HUB with the unique wireless TouchWand Wall 
Controller touch panels, any home can become a smart home. TouchWand’s 
Z-Wave products enable scalability during the planning and building of smart 
homes. Start with the most essential aspects and add new devices as needed, 
to increase monitoring and control. The WANDERFULL™ HUB uses wireless 
communication to “talk” with the various devices, while the Z-Wave wireless 
mesh protocol enables each device to act as a range extender. Any other units on 
the premises can be controlled by the hub, including lights, shutters, sensors, 
thermostats, dimmers, AC systems and more. Existing KNX systems can also 
be connected as the WANDERFULL™ Hub is a hybrid system.

The connections between these devices and the controller are wire-free and all 
that is needed to get started is a WANDERFULL™ HUB controller with one or 
more connected devices.



THE TOUCHWAND CLOUD SERVICE:
1. Supports the WANDERFULL™ Hub with updated technical version releases; 

new Z-Wave products or new IR commands from known brands will be part 
of the WANDERFULL™ Hub.  

2. Recognizes ongoing or repeated failures and helps solve them in the 
customers’ own language (currently supports English, Russian, Hebrew and 
Arabic).

3. Includes a BI analytics system that studies the connected living environment 
and provides advice and recommendations based usage; customers can 
expect helpful tips like “You’d better close the shutters, it’s going to start 
raining at midnight”, or ”You might want to call this company if you have a 
water leak”.

4. Identifies abrupt changes in energy consumption, heat, temperature, etc. 
and sends text alerts with a copy to the cloud support team. Customers can 
make use of the TouchWand push notifications feature, to receive advice or 
help with identified issues. 

5. Connects to the WANDERFULL™ Hub and stores all the data for green 
standard research and for monitoring customers’ electricity bills.

6. Emergency mode - if the system recognizes an emergency situation it 
will activate a sequence of immediate actions based on pre-set system 
settings.


